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Please note 

■ If the print size on some of the slides is too small 

to read clearly, further details on the JSNA are 

available on this website:

■ http://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/living/19059.html
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Background

The JSNA is:

■ The ‘big picture’ of health, well-being and inequality needs 

of the local population

■ The main point of reference for all local strategic planning 

and commissioning for health 

■ A description of both current and future needs (as far as this 

is possible)

■ Evidence-based.
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Portsmouth’s JSNA: Governance
Local Strategic Partnership

Health and Social Well-being 

Partnership Board

JSNA Responsible Directors

Children's Trust Board

Other Partnership Boards

Safer Portsmouth 

Partnership

JSNA and IIU Strategy 

Group

JSNA Analysts Group

Commissioning Managers 

for specific needs 

assessments
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Governance: JSNA Strategy Group Membership

■ Portsmouth City Council:

■ Children and Families

■ Strategy

■ Adult Social Care

■ Health Improvement and Development

■ Housing

■ Voluntary and Community Support

■ Supporting People

■ Environment and Public Protection

■ Integrated Commissioning Unit

■ Health

■ NHS Portsmouth – Public Health and Primary Care

■ Solent HealthCare NHS Trust

■ Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust

■ Primary Care

■ Safer Portsmouth Partnership

■ PRENO

■ LINks

■ Community Links

■ Community 1st for Portsmouth

■ JobCentre Plus
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JSNA the future

■ ‘Liberating the NHS’ highlights the importance of the JSNA

■ Comprehensive covering all aspects of the City
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Portsmouth’s JSNA: Core data collection

■ Launched February 2010 - printed

■ Updated September 2010 – website

■ Expanded scope of indicators to reflect wider remit of LSP 

eg: crime and disorder, education, housing

■ Expanded depth of indicators – Portsmouth compared to 

comparator LA or PCTs, trends, electoral ward level

■ Website set-up – hosted by Portsmouth City Council

■ www.jsna.portsmouth.gov.uk
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Portsmouth’s JSNA: 

New website

Context, lifestyles, 

impact of ill health

Technical notes, list 

of data updates
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Briefing Notes

Tables

Graphs

‘Static’ maps

Local strategies, 

needs 

assessments, 

Boards etc

National 

resources eg 

indicator sets
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Example of data 

table and graph

Metadata 
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Summary Findings – key themes

■ Inequalities

■ Lifestyles

■ An ageing population
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Findings from 2010 Update

Findings: Inequalities
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Findings: Inequalities –

people aged 65+ yrs
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Lifestyles - examples

Lifestyle Significant effects on 

individuals and 

society

Significant impact on 

mortality

Adults smoking Smoking attributable 

hospital admissions

Smoking-related mortality

Low levels of eating 5 a day Obesity – esp in deprived 

wards

Binge drinking Claiming benefits due to 

alcoholism

Alcohol specific mortality 

rate for males

Alcohol-related hospital 

admissions

Alcohol-related violent 

crime

Alcohol-related sexual 

crime
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Ageing population

Population by age group

Portsmouth, 2011 to 2026
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Source: Long term population forecasts, Hampshire County Council, May 2009
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Consultation – purpose

■ To inform identification and prioritisation of needs 
assessments, equity audits etc

■ To inform development of JSNA processes esp views on:

■ Whether or not the main issues facing Portsmouth are 
identified

■ What are the main issues

■ Sources of information

■ What commissioners should and shouldn’t commission

■ Assets

■ Indirect purpose: Publicise JSNA website

■ This consultation is another route for commissioners to obtain 
community, public views in addition to their usual 
mechanisms. This will inform next year’s commissioning cycle
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Consultation

■ Full page advert in October’s Flagship magazine – distributed to all 
Portsmouth households

■ Printed copies of Summary Findings distributed to LSP Boards, GP 
Practices, Residents’ Associations, Neighbourhood Fora, statutory 
organisations, Councillors etc

■ Personal letter advising of website and seeking views sent to all LA 
schools

■ Highlighted in Consultation sections of PCC and NHS Portsmouth 
websites

■ Consultation event to be held at Community 1st for Portsmouth

■ JSNA Strategy Group members seeking views through own networks

■ Presented at LAA Delivery Board, Health and Wellbeing Partnership 
Board, NHS Portsmouth Board and Health Overview and Scrutiny Panel

■ Views sought via email or Freepost

■ Closing date: 17 December 2010

■ Responses to be collated and reported to JSNA Strategy Group and 
Responsible Directors

■ Summary of responses to be placed on website
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Consultation Questions

■ What do you think are the main issues facing people in Portsmouth?

■ What do you think are the causes of the issues you’ve identified?

■ Do you agree that the JSNA core data collection identifies the main challenges

facing people in Portsmouth for children, young people, adults of working age, older 

people?

■ If no, what issues do you believe ought to be included, and why?

■ Do you have any information or data which could help our investigations of needs 

in Portsmouth?

■ After assessing needs, commissioners make decisions about how and where to 

spend public money on improving the well-being of people in Portsmouth: 

■ Is there anything taking place which, in your view, is not effective? What 

should we stop doing? 

■ What ought to happen to improve well-being in Portsmouth? What should we 

do?

■ What assets do we have in Portsmouth to tackle the issues you’ve identified?
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Questions or comments welcomed


